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PERSONALS

CONTACTS??? POLISHING & SOlUTIONS.
Casey Optical Company. 2S!i~8736
tfn
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT contraception, sterilization, abortion. Right to Choose,
294-0171.
04128
NONSMOKER'S ClUB! 897.0131.
03124

GENERAL CINEMA CORP. discount movie tickets
now avai!uble, SUB Box Office, $2,50,
03124
HAIL BRITANNIA! AND it's about time 'we had
cheap London fares. But can you avoid the airline
rip-off from there? For sensationally priced O'.'erseas
travel call or write: FLIGHT HUNTERS Inc. 1353
East 87th Street, Brooklyn. New York 11236. (212)
03123
763-7894.
SPRING SPECIAL! 10-SPEED tune-up: S9.SO plus
parts. Personal service, expert repairs, low prices plus
wcd.ly specials. Richmond Bicycle Supply, 102 Richmond NE, 266-1611, Kevin,
03/24
SCHOLARSHIPS FOR STUDY in South America.
UNM's Andean Center, Information 229 Ortega
Hall, 277-2636.
03124
ZEN MEDITATION RETREATS held last weekend
of every month: Bodhi Mandala Zen Center: For
information: 829-3854, PO BoK 44, Jemez Springs
87025.
03122
AGORA IS SPONSORING a talk by PSychology
Professor Sam Roll of UNM on the Clangers of
psychotherapy, Wednesday, March 29, 7:30 pm,
Biology Rm. 139.
03128
SOAK UP SUDS at Ned's tonite. Every Wednesday is
special drink nile.
03/22
RfC, LET'S GO biking together sometime. OK?
03/22
TERRY, I DON'T understand where you're coming
from. Please explain!
03L22
NM'S GREATEST UNDERWATER hockey team!
Bubblers welcome. Johnson Gym pool, '7:30 pm
Wednesday. UNM Scuba Club.
03/22

GREATTYPINGI266-3953.
03/31
ROTOTILLING BY APPOINTMENT. Group rates
available. Call Tim, 268-6510.
04/28
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. .IBM Selectric.
Guaranteed iJccuracy, Reasonable rates. 298-7147.
==--.,.,==-==-=---:--=---:---7.0":31.:::.24
NEED HELP WITH Papers? Typing, editin~,
revision, research. 281-.3001.
03/24
DRESSMAKING. MEN'S CLOTHES. Alterations.
262-0868.
03/28
03/28
TYPING 243-5117.
TUTORING AVAILABLE TO minority and male
students in pre-nursing course requirements. Call
2507.
03/28

4.

6.

EMPLOYMENT

HOUSING

LOST NORTH PARKING Lot, blue book bag
containing notebooks and rain garment. Reward, call
294-6827.
03/23
REWARD: CORAL BRACELET. Lost on campus.
243·5722.
03/28

SELF-MOTIVATED PEOPLE to 5ell display advertising for N.M. Daily LOBO. Must have car.
Come by Marron Hall, Room 133.
1fn
ROOMY 1-BDRM FURNISHED ap1., utililies paid,
$185.00 mo., 116 Harvard SE. Call898-12l4.
03/31
FULL-TIME EMPLOYMENT FOR woman at
Dataco copy-shop. Start $2.65/hr. Apply in person.
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Share spacious
Do not ca\1. Dataco, Lomas & University Ave. 03/24
2-bdrm. 2-blocks from UNM. 266-4160, or 256-3902,
03122
PART-TIME JOB GRADUATE students only.
Afternoons and cvenine'i. Must be able to work
ONE BLOCK UNM. ~urnishcd adobe duple;o~;, 2 or 3
Friday and Saturday nights. Must be 21yrs. old.
bedroom w/fireplacc, w/parking. $200.00. 293-5602.
03/24 ·Apply in person, no phone calls please. Save-Way
Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE, SS 16 Menaul NE.
FURNISHED EFFICIENCY, UTILITIES paid,
03/31
$143.110 mo., 1710Coal Pl. SE. Ca\18S8-1254. 03/31
SUMMER JOBS. CORONADO Club Snuck Bar.
WANTED: TO RENT--I front room in C-1 or C·2
Must be 21. Apply Coronado Club KAFD. 265-6791.
house or shop dose to University on Saturdays only
03124
forantiquecloiltingshop, Contact: 266-5485. 03/24
EXCELLENT
MONEY-MAKING
OP1-BDRM (UNIQUE), NEAR UNM. fireplace, no
PORTUNITY. Make good money part-timepets, utilities paid, semi-furnished, $185.00, 262campus representative needed for fun and easy to sell
11014.
03/27
product--proven campus winqcr. Send your name,
WALK TO CLASS, 1-bdrm house, all utiliiies paid,
address, phone, school, year of graduation and self~
$70, kids, pels. 262-17:5 I, Valley Rentals, $30 fee.
addressed stamped envelope to: Funtasy Productions
03127
Inc., 23 Stone Ave., Ashland, Ma. 01721.
03127
BLOCKS TO UNM, 3·bdrm house, fenced yard,
INSTRUCTORS FOR THE following: Arts &
kids, pets, $145. 262·1751, Vally Rentals, $30 fee.
Crafts, ballet, tap & exercise, yoga, pottery, guitar
03/27
and sign-language. $3.00/hr. YWCA 247-8841. OJ/27
CLOSE TO CAMPUS, linally furnished, 1-bdrm,. PART AND FULL time help wanted. PERRY'S
large fenced yard, $85. 262-1751, Valley Remals, $30
PIZZA, 2004 Central SE. 843-9750,
03/22
fee.
03127
PROFESSOR TOURING FOUR-CORNERS area
WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN'/ Good food, CarApril 7/8 seeks paid guide, preferably strong,
peted, air conditioning. Apartment style living. 303
tomboyish female. Dox414, Lemont, Pa, 168!il.
Ash NE, 243-2881.
03/22
"
Ol/22
3-BDRM. 2-BATH, DEN-FP. San Mateo/Indian
PART-TIME CASHIER and counter help. Start
School, $300. 881·5264 after S.
~/23
minimum wage $2.65. Weekends and/or evenings.
Will train. Frontier Restaurant. Call Pete, 266·0550.
RENT MOUNTAIN HOUSE SI2S. Tijeras, 255·
03/24
3367.
03122
3 BEDROOM HOUSE, wall-to-wall carpet, close to
UNM, nice neighborhood, $305. 268.. 1637~
03/30

3. SERVICES

5.

LSAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare Now.
Call PENM 842-52110.
tfn

1969 VOLKSWAGON SQUAREBACK automatic.
Needs work. Best offer. Call 247-1902 after !i:OO.
03122
PEUGOT BICYCLES SALES, service. necessaries,
JJ Moped, 3222 Central SG, 268·3949.
03/31

2.

LOST & FOUND

FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233.
277-5907.
ss
FOUND IN UNIVERSITY area about mid-February.
Large, male puppy. So big he may have St. Bernard in
him. Shaggy brown, with black face. Please claim
him. Weekdays, 842·2380, (Mrs. Black), cr 299-9452
(home).
03/22
FOUND; SET OF KEYS in Room 104 Marron Hall.
Identify and claim in Room lOS Marron Hall. 03/22
FOUND: SET OF KFYS oo UNM Dookc;.tore "ilep"isouth entrance. Check in their ofrlte.
tfn

..·:

03/~1
EXPERT TYPING". 266-4567.
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM selectric) and
now 3-minutC Passport Photos. No appointment,
268-8515,
tfn
EDITORIAL SERVICE AND writing assistance,
265-1164.
03127
tfn
TYPING 1ST QUALITY. 883-7787.

10 YEAR GUARANTEE, U('ICLAIMED'Iay-away.
Color television, brand new guarafltee. No (town
payment. Small monthly payments till balance is paid
off. 266-5871.
03/24 ·
NO DOWN PAYMENT, one only. Tappl;ln
microwave touchmatic, browning element, memory,
268-4394.
03/24
RED KIRBY VACUUM cleaner, wit~ altachments,
New warranty, Commercial motor. $5 monthly or
$69 cash. 266-5871.
03124
OIAL·O·MATIC ZIGZAG SEWlNG machine. Has
built-in monogram, darns, fancy patlerns without
attachments. $5 per month.or $24 cash. 268·4393.
03124.
UNCLAIMED LAY-AWAY, SANSUI receiver, 4·
way speakers, cassette recorder, turntable, New
factory warranties. Take over small monthly
payments. 268-439),
03/24197~ HONDA CD 360. Excellent condition, 1800
rniles. New battery, $650/best offer, 262-0014. 03/27
1971 VEGA KAMMBACK, clean, good condition, 3speed, Tiger CD ign., S-track stereo, all gauges,
radials. Asking $'750 negotiable. Call25S-9436 except
Tqes, or Thurs.
03/22
GE POTSCRUBBER DISHWASHER--still under
warranty--$185. 296-42!!9.
03/27
1965 VOLKSWAGON SQUAREBACK 16110, good
tires aild brakes, $400. 842-8563,
03/22
1969 VOLKSWAGON BUG $650. Sunroof, 30 MPG
03128
hlgliwoy. Runs well, 243·6810.
TUNE-UPS, $10. Set dwell, fiming, plug gap, carb.
Bob 265-4054, 2'65·3225.
03/28 '
MICHELIN TtRES, all under SS. Expert bicycle
repairs. In shop use of tools and instruction available.
Albuquerque Bike Co-op, 106 Girard SE, Room 117.
265·5 170.
03/28
1969 VW BUG, Rebuilt engine, sunroof, dependable,
344-8384.
03/28

QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
scholastic. Chtlrts & tables. 345-2125.
04/29

PEUGEOT
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ENGINEERS
Avery construction Company Is looking
for a hard working, Industrious person
who wants to get Involved with a growing,
progressive construction company.
We are looking for a person who wants
to develop a future in Heavy & Highway'
Construction areas of field supervision,

field

layout,

bidding,

estimating,

For furt.herlnformatlon,

contact or write:

3222 Central SE 268-3949

We Now Carry Peugeot Bicycles
Complete Sales-Service-Accessories
Bicycles-Mopeds-Vespa Scooters

con·

struction and other related fields In the·
construction industry fn New Mexico and
Colorado.

Bus Avery
P.O. Box GO
Buena Vista, Co. 81211
or call:
(303) 395·2443

7.

TRAVEL

INTERNATIONAL
CHARTER
FLIGHTS
avnilablel Eurailpasse:s, travel information al lTC,
255-6830 9am-6pm.
03/24

s·.

MISCELLANEOUS

CHEAP WATERBEDS! WATER trips $99,00 buys
you I} dark walnut. stained rr~me, 2) safety liner, 3)
roam comfort pad, 4) any size mattress with 5-ycar
guarantee; $99.00. 3407 Central NE, 255-2289, 04/04
SINGER FUTURA TOP of1.hc Line. Slightly used
but still under warranty. Plish button bobbin-winder,
blindhcms. Has computerized buttonholing and does
hundreds or fancy stitches. Regularly $800.00, now
$150.00 cash. Caii296-S 115.
03127
SOLAR POWER, G.E.D. products for home or
bush1ess, Call Mark at ALPHA Systems, 255·3367
TODAY.
M/~

.

COPIES:.
Overnight
. 31/2°ea

Former Senator Dies

1:c stiine day

l

Will Remain Financed
Through Student Fees

I

N.o Minimum .

-KINKO'S
·,2312
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.
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268-8515..
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BUY ONE MEAL,
GET ANOTHER AT
HALF PRICE%
Introduce a friend to
·a real'hardy meal at·

La Posada
If you have a friend who is not a regular
diner at L~ Posada, bring him along next
time and he can eat at half the regular
price with this coupon through March 25,
1978

New Mexico

It's the place you can
go to on campus for a
variety of full course
meals, all you can eat
at one price.

•

•

· . . • .

DAILY

La Posada
Dining Service
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She Vows to Paint Again

TDDAY'S CIDSSIDRD PUZZLB

By RACHEL DIXON
LOBO Staff Writer
She's bound to the wheelchair with a life cord of dirty-white hospital
webbing around her waist but her spirit isn't held to her unrcsponding
body.
Clowning around with her student nurses as they lift her to be strapped
into her wheelchair, she calls out directions like a river boatman.
In January, Mary Ann Beck, 26, was a UNM student going for her
second degree. Now she is listed as a quadriplegic in St. Joseph
rehabilitation unit after she had an innertubing accident that broke her
neck.
With hope and a lot of humor, Mary Ann is winning a fight to regain
some control of her body.
"It was the first time I had ever gone innertubing. The place where I
broke my neck was called Idiot's Pit-if I had known the name, I wouldn't
have gone.'' she said and grimaced.
"I knew immediately I broke my neck because 1 couldn't feel anything
below my neck. I was conscious the whole time and kept saying 'Don't
move me, don't move me.'"
Turning slightly to demand a sweater from her nurse because the
hospital room is a little cold, Mary Ann grined and said, "I've gotten very
bossy."
She wears a blue pullover sweater, worn white pants and ragged tennis
shoes instead of the perennial hospital gown.
X-ray after x-ray revealed that Mary Ann had broken the fifth vertebra

number
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UNM student Msry Ann Bock, confined to s whNichair sftltr • inntNtubing BCCident in which she broke her neck.
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Phalanges
Phinagle
Class Credit
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And it's special. Every Zales diamond solitaire
is just as special. Just for you!

a. $460

These toes belong to nine UNM
students enrolled 111 Recreation 290.
Decorating their big toes is one of
the many mind-bending creative
"feats" they must accomplish for
three hours credit. The students
decorated their toes for the "Big
Toe" contest held Wednesday
before the class. Categories were
reptiles, mammals, insect,, birds
and
amphibians.

b.$650

Both in 14 karat yellow gold.
Charge it!

Open .a Zales account or use one of five national credit plans.

J

ZALES
The Diamond Store
llluslrahons enlarged.

..

on,_., 7

LOBO phofo by W, T. Hunt
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Photo Contest Set

World··News

.0

Skirt Christian ·Militia Blockade

I

U.N. Troops Take Positio~s in Lebanon .

0
0

:;;

METULLAH, Israel-An ad:::1: vance force of Iranian U.N.
~ soldiers riding in white trucks
Z skirted a blockade of Christian
N- Lebanese militia Wednesday and
~ took up positions south of the
tl. Litani
River in Israeli-held
Southern Lebanon.

"Kennedy
. ry
J UdI.cIa
WASHINGTON-Sen.

seventh term removes from the
national scene the last of the prewar senators and moves Sen.
Edward Kennedy into a new
position of power and prominence.
Kennedy will replace him as
chairman of the Senate Judiciary
Committee next January.
The difference between the 73year-old Eastland and the 47 -yearold Kennedy goes far beyond age
and it is almost certain to be

ENGINEERS
Avery construction Company Is looking
for a hard working, Industrious person
who wants to g8t Involved with a growing,
progressive construction company.
· We are looking for a person who wants.
to develop a future In Heavy & Highway
Construction areas of field supervision,
field layout, bidding, estimating, con~
construction Industry .In New Mexico ,and'~-.

For further Information,
contact or wtHe:
Bus Avery
P.O. Box GG
Buena VIsta, Co. 81211
or call:
(303) 395·2443

u n men

c·0 m m I•ttee· Exec"u. te
M 0 b s t er

James

!)olorado.

G

'o Head

, 0. Eastland's decision not to seek a

etruct\on.. and other.. related,..Jle\ds In tl)~

The Israeli state-run television battled Lebanese port of Tyre that
network announced Wednesday with the exception of rocket fire
night that Israeli troops are likely to from a Palestinian refugee camp
pull out of Southern Lebanon early Wednesday, the cease-fire':
within the next few days. The announced by Israel late Tuesday .
report said a formal announcement was holding.
may come within a few hours.
But across Lebar!'6n near the
It was reported from the em1

/

reflected in the activities of the
judiciary committee.

Eastland is one of the last of the
old south barons who once
dominated the Seante, a conservative
Democrat
from
Mississippi and to many one of the
most visible symbols of segregation
and racism.
Kennedy is a northern liberal
from Massachusetts and an activ-ist
who has moved into many areas of
legislation beyond the scope of the
· judiciary committee.

New Mexico
DAILY LOBO
Vol. 82

No. 115
~l4UJ

The New Mexico Daily Lobo i.s 'published
Monday through Friday every regular week of
the University year and weekly during the sum~
mer session by the Board of Student
"Pl:IP.11ca(fons- of the lfn1verSity 0£ Ne~ Mexic6'1
atld Is not flnancfalJy llSSOCJateO with UNM.
Second class postage paid at Albuquerque, New
Mexico 87131. Subscription rate is ~10.00 for
the aeadem ic year.
The opinions expressed on the editorial pages
of the Darly Lobo are those of the author solely.
Unsigned opinion is that of the editorial board
of The Dally Lobo. Nothing printed in the
Da{[y Lobo necessarily represents the views of
the University of New Mexico.

_

s'outheast frontier with Israel,
reportfrs said the Palestinians fired
intermittent-,rocket and shell salvos
on Israeli p·o~itions.
.In Washington, President Carter
an'd Israeli Prime Minister
Menachem Begin ended two days of
talks Wednesday, apparently far

~~~~~~:o:~~i~~~~c issues in Middle

The U.N. troops rode in two
open white trucks, part of a long
convoy of jeeps and support
vehicles. The convoy crossed into
Lebanon west of the Metullah
checkpoint to avoid clashes with
:, Christian militiamen who had
NEw y 0 R K- sa 1vat 0 r e threatened to block their entry by
Briguglio, a mob-connected New force.
.
.
.
Jersey Teamster official and a
U.N. sources m Beirut said a
central figure in the disappearance
of former Teamster President
Jimmy Hoffa, was executed by two
gunmen late Tuesday outside a
Little!taly restuarant.
Detectives said they were
studying several possible motives
for the shooting.
Bruguglio, 48, of Westwood,
SAN
JUAN,
Puerto
N.J., a business agent of Teamster
Rico-Fearless
Karl
Wallenda,
Local 560 in Union City, N.J., was
killed at 11:30 P.M. by two grand old man of high wire
unidentified men who knocked him daredevils, toppled off his tightrope
down outside Benito's II restaurant on a gust of wind Wednesday,
and then shot him five times in the made a heart-breaking grab for life
and fell 150 feet to his death in a
head and once in the chest.
parking Jot.
"They were just talking quietly,
and then one of the men pushed
Wallenda, 73, hit a parked taxi
him (Briguglio) to the pavement
and fired," said Detective Sgt. cab and bounced onto the ground
Edward Dahlen.
before hundreds of horrified
witnesses-including his . ciFcus,
reared granddaughter Rietta,
CONTACT L~N:S
17-watching him walk a wire
SPECIAL'
between two hotels.
$10 Allergan Kit $3.50

Rope Walker
Topples
To Death

-=============;;;
Calllur lo"" pnct!\ ~>n hard.
sofl. ur \t"llll·mft lt-ll)t"~

Ca~cy Optical

Co.

(nr.:t d1wr tiJ Ca.lrlJ Rt•J.all
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Lomas at Washington,
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The designers had you in mind.
Christian Dior. Oscar de Ia Renta.
Givenchy. Designer frames that help
·. you look your best no matter what the
fashion trend. It's as though each
dE~Sl!Jnt~r had your various moods in
from the start.
For your prescription eyewear
: select the frame that's right for you.
· At 1"SO, we care how you look
life ... and how life looks at you.

He was pronounced dead on
arrival at a San Juan hospital of
"multiple fractures and traumas."
Witnessses said his head and upper
body were badly crushed and
mutilated.
To the very end, Karl Wallenda,
founder and master of the deathjinxed "Great Wallendas" high
wire troupe, lived the big top credo
that thrilled 50 years of circus goers
and outdoor daredevil buffs-the
show goes on, and no nets.

The female has been used as a
subject of artists in their paintings,
sculpture, photography and other
art forms since humans first began
expressing themselves in a tangible
manner. Withstanding the cries of
exploitation and sexism, women
still persist today as the major art
form.
Recognizing the extensive use of
the subject as a major art form, the
LOBO has chosen the topic of
"women" as the theme of our
second annual LOBO Photography
Contest. Prints may be submitted
showing the woman in any form.
The subject is unlimited in order to
allow the photographers to use their
creativity.
The winning entries will be
published in the LOBO on April 14,
in the photography issue. Cash
prizes (amounts to be announced
later) will be awarded to the top
three winners.
RULES:
l. All UNM students are
eligible to enter.
2. All prints must be at least 4"
x 5" and no larger than 16" x 20".
The prints do not have to bemounted. Only black and white
prints w.ill be accepted.

larger Fren~h · {;J.N. contingent,
including at least 212 troops with
equipment, could begin arriving fit
Beirut Airport early Thursday but
would not begin moving southward
until
at
least
Friday.

·Police

Must ·Be
Citizens
WASHINGTON
The
Supreme Court, dealing a blow to
the Constitutional rights of aliens,
ruled 6-3 Wednesday that states
may require all their police officers
to be U.S. citizens.
The case involved New York's
U.S. citizenship requirement for
state police. It was challenged by
Edward Foley, an Irishman living
in N,ew York City who could not
make the grade because the five
years' residence req qired. for
citizenship put him over the
maximum age of 2!Lfoi. new
troopers.
In a series of decis\9ns since
1971, the Supreme Court has ruled
aliens may, not be singl!!d out for
unfavorable treatment in such areas
as education, welfare and employment . ·as lawyers, civil
engineers, or other licensed
professions.
It also · overturned barriers
their competing for civil service
jobs.
But Chief Justice Warren Burger,
speaking for the majority Tuesday,
said aliens may be excluded from
employment as state police officers
just as they may be barred from
voting, serving on a jury or running
for public office.
He said enforcement officers fall
under an exception allowing aliens
to be barred from "important nonelective, executive, legislative and
judicial positions" held by "officers who participate directly in the
formulation, execution or review of
broad public policy," if the state
can show a rational reason for
doing so.

-

=

Photography is an art based on
experience. A novice photographer
betters himself by remembering and
learning from his mistakes. The
Friday of April 14, marks the day
of the annual LOBO Photography
Issue. The central purpose behind
the issue this year is to proVide our
readers with information which will
help
make
them
better
photographers.
This year the issue will include
the results of the LOBO
Photography Contest, interviews
with famous photographers, and
articles concerning several areas of
photography such as color
photography, photojournalism and
police photography. The articles
will be for the novice and the
professional photographer, including points to keep in mind
when
buying
photographic
equipment, the steps of the
photographic process itself (from
actual taking of the photograph to
handling the finished product.
Once again the LOBO is accepting submissions of prints taken

\'

I
lr

ATI'ENTION SOPHOMORES!

Cc""!"""

Travel, adventure & career opportun#ies

r

'

·

T-S·O

Prescription eyewear since 1935 • Convenient credit available
4300 Central Ave. S. E. • 4410 Central Ave. S. W.
Now at 7210-A Menaul Blvd., Sun Square Center

• Heceive $100/month tax free during Junior and
Senior years
• Free Naval Science Textbooks and Uniforms
* Go to Newport, Hhode Island nextsummer for six
weeks training (expenses plus salary paid by the
Navy)
For details please stop at the Naval Science Building
on the UNM campus

APPLICATION DEADLINE April7, 1978

720Yale NE

277-3744 or 277-37 45

by student, faculty and staff
photographers who consider their
photographs to be good enough
and would like to have them
published in the LOBO. Prints may
be submitted which pertain to any
subject or topic. All prints submitted should include with the entry
any technical data concerning the
photo which the photographer can
provide. This information should
include the type and brand of
camera used, film type, and if
applicable, the shutter speed,
aperature and any special
techniques used. This information
will be published along with the
photographs, so that other
photographers may benefit.
The LOBO cannot guarantee that
all of the prints submitted will be
published, as the number is
·determined by the amount of space
that is available. We will try
however to publish as many of the
photos which we receive as
possible. Submitted prints must be
received no later than Tuesday
April ll, J 978 to the LOBO office

,.••••••••••••••••.,
·

LOBO photo by Gtorgo G..ntt

LOBO Announces Photo Issue

to

A Navy Or Marine
Corps Commission
in Just Two Yearsf·

3. Entries must be submitted to [
the LOBO office, room 138 in §"
Marron Hall by 5 p.m. Tuesday t:l
April II, 1978.
E2.
4. Prints will be judged by a«
panel of qualified photographers, b
and the deicison of the judges is g
final.
~
5. The technical data con- .e;
cerning each print should also be &
submitted. Included should be the ~
type and brand name of the camera
used, the film used, the shutter :S
speed, aperture and any other 00
technical applications employed.
6. Tl:e contestant is limited to
four prints.
7. Although every effor.t will
be made to avoid damaging prints,
the LOBO can assume no
responsibility for such.
8. All prints will be returned.
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Sunrise at Elephant Butte Lake

: letraset
: chartpak
:• formatt
•

li
•

II

letraset for quaUty
and up to date typefaces
Chartpak for QUality and price
Formett torcut·out acetate sheets

: " 20o/o Discount with this ad
B

•

{other discounts no: applicable)

Exoires Aoril23

• California Ari ~uppiy, inc.

•
•
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COMMERCIAL ART SUPPLIES I LETRASET I FORMATI I CHARTPAK
AAT & CRAFT SUPPLIES/DRAFTING SUPPLIES/PICTURE FRAMING
2510 Central Ave. SE, AlbuqiHirque, NM 87100 I 505-265-3733
ACRO!>S FROM JOHNSON GYM
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located in Marron Hall, Room 138.
The LOBO will take steps to
insure that all prints received will be
handled with the utmost care and
returned to the proper owner.

,..

Not from us. Not yet. But for everything else you need now, ~
::: send for our FREE. illustrated, direct mail, consumer catalog.
_.,. Choose from the widest, wildest coUection of pipes, bongs,
~ smoke savers, papers, dips. carl>uretors, rollers, scales, cany~ lng and storing stnshers, hood literoture-to nothing-left-out!
the convenience and privacy of mail delivery Included in
Mellow Mail's moderate prices (never an extra charge!)
Put together by us. this handsome catalog of top-quality
smoking paraphernalia Is ours alone. And yours for the ~
asking. Please include your Zip Code,

SendforyourFREECATALOG today/

~~

\' MELLOW MAll)P.O. Box S-60 /New York/ NY /1001.!,. ~

1\
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THIS MAY BE THE MOST IMPORTANT EDUCATIONAL ANNOUNCEMENT EVER MADE IN
ALBUQUERQUE:
On Saturday, March 25, from 9 to 5, you are invited to join a group
of students who will participate in a day-long reading, memorary and
testing workshop at the Holiday Inn, 2020 Menaul.

This program is sponsored by R.E.A.D.S., the only college-reading
program offered to students at virtually every major California university. You will use your own materials, learn how to triple your reading
rate with improved comprehension, remember what you read, and do
better on your tests. This workshop is literally crammed with hundreds
of necessary tips for you. You will learn more in 8 hours than others
learn in 8 weeks!

Be sure to attend this valuable, one-time offering in Albuquerque.

To enroll be at the Holliday Inn this Saturday by 8:30 and
bring a textbook.

r~----------------=-.---------------------
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The Man Woke At Dawn

The man woke 3t dawn in the cold tomb.
Slowly he rose, unwinding the graveclothes
Which bound him hand and feet. They had
dress~d him ~s they would a corpse, having
no
In his prophecy-that he would be
crucified,
and buried, but the third day
he would nse from the dead. And all had
happened as he said: r1e had suffered on the
c_ross •. descended into hell, but now he was
nsen, m the flesh.
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}Headaches Coming
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It was our hope that when the announcement was made that
McDonald's was moving onto Central and Yale near UNM, that this
would spur the city into some action to relieve the traffic congestion
problem in the area.
Apparently, we were being too optimistic. The city's traffic
engineering department isn't worried about the problems that additional traffic will create. They say the intersection isn't handling its
capacity anyway.
EITHER THE ENGINEERS HAVE NEVER DRIVEN that intersection at
nqon or 5 p.m., or there are some very bad communication problems at
City Hall.
To increase pedestrian safety, the city has added a traffic signal at
Cornell and Central. That means that there'll be three traffic signals at
four consecutive intersections in a stretch from Yale to Stanford. When
you add the traffic that McDonald's will create at its peak times, you've
got the unholy mess.
City Councillor Alan Reed is aware of the problem and has asked for a
building moratorium in the area. Reed already knows of the trafficcongested area. ·
WE GUESS THAT THE CITY IS JUST going to wait for the area to
become a problem. According to calculations made by the engineers
there will be no problem in the area. These calculations probably work
for other areas of the City, but the University area deserves a closer look
because of the additional problems of abnormally heavy rush-hour
traffic.
It's not too late for the city to act to alleviate the certain headaches
on the horizon. We call upon Mayor David Rusk to appoint a special
committee to review the city's decision to do nothing.

Bert's Lance

Life of Riley
by Bert A/my.
When Spring break arrived I finally had some free time to walk down
my street and visit Riley.
.
Riley is 88 years old and says he has been a prospector in New
Mexico all of his working life.
Although Riley can spin a yarn better than anyone I have ever met, I
am convinced some of his story-telling is based upon his reputed expertise about human nature.
It was Saturday afternoon when I found him rocking in his chair on
his porch. His copper spittoon was located about three feet from his
chair. Riley, who has been chewing tobacco since he was 11 can hit
inside this cuspidor every time. All those years wandering through the
Black Range and the Gila Wilderness have given him plenty of practice
in the art of placing tobacco-ladened spittle.
Before I could say hello, Riley said, "Why don't ya get out of the sun
before ya sense of humor gets cooked?" I laughed and sat down next to
him.
After exchanging advice on how to scare a cat down from a tall tree, I
asked Riley about a student I had met recently.
· I began by telling Riley that this student had a real preoccupation
with being perfect which made it terribly difficult to carry on a conversation. This student was convinced that everything he said was
correct. I explained the student talked fast and created the impression
that sheer quickness with words was intelligence.
As Riley gathered his thoughts he also shifted his chaw and with
deadly accuracy sent a brown glob of spittle sinking into the depths of
the cuspidor.
"Gawl darn it, if that isn't Frank Killroy come back again. I told that
bank teller 50-odd years ago that he was more than welcome to make a
fool of himself as long as he pleased. Ya just have to know the fellow is
trying to teach himself a lesson about his own bad habits," Riley said.
"Ya know, Frank was a better teacher than people thought," Riley
said. "It was no sooner than a few weeks later that some pretty gal got
so upset with him, she beaned him with a hickory mallet."
Riley said, "Frank caught on so fast when he came to, he was a
different person. He ended up marrying the gal and continued behaving
a lot better."
,
_.
"Ya have to know people is very smart about teaching themselves
anything they wants to know," Riley said.

LOBO editorial phone 277·5656
LOBO Editorial Stoll
Edltot·ln·chlel: Tim Gallagher
Managing Editor: Rebekah Szymanski
News Editor: D.M. Flynn
Photo Editor. Wendell T. Hunt
Sports Editor: Peter Madrid
Arts Editor: George Gesner
Copy Editors: Debbllevy,Anne Poole
Ad Manager: Frank Salazar

EDITORIALS: Unsigned editorials represent a majority opinion of the LOBO editorial

board. All other columns, cartoons, and letters represent the opinion of the author and do
not necessarily reflect the view of the editorial board,
LETTERS: Letters to the editor must be typed and signed by tho author with the author's
signature, address and telephone number,Letter to the editor should be no longer than 300
words. Only the name o( the author will be printed and names wl!l not be withheld. AIIJetters
that discuss Issues will be printed,
OPINIONS: Opinions muSt be typed and signed with the author's name, slgnaturl'l, ad·
dress and telephone number. Opinions should be no longer lhan 500 words. Only the name
of the author will be printed and namos will not be withheld.
All submissions become the property of the New Mexico Dally LOBO and will be edited
only for length or possibly libelous content. If changos are made, the author will be con·
tacted.

d~ad

· . ~e stepped outside the tomb, into the
ns~ng sun. Nearby a cock crew with a shrill
vo1ce, proclaiming that the sun had his
permission to rise. The man smiled. He
breathed the fresh, sweet air of the new day.
Y~s, the new day, the first day after the
dem1se of the old day. The old day was gone
forever. The world was created anew,
dipped in scarlet.

A. wo~an was approaching the tomb,
bearmg Ointments and sweet scents. When
she caught sight of him she cried out in a

·c0 Iumn by
H. M. 0 rre II

loud voice, "Rabbi!" and fell prostrate at this
feet. "Fear not, Mary," he said. "I am risen.
Carry the good tidings to the others."
She reached to touch him, but he stayed
her hand. "Touch me not, Mary, I am not yet
ascended unto the Father. But go to my
brethren and say unto them, 1 ascend unto
my Father, and your Father, an~ to my God
'
and your God."
And Mary did as he had bidden her.

·
vanquish_ed by death. And scoffers would
mock his teachings and would destroy
t~emselve~ with vain pleasures because they
did not believe that man could rise from the
grave ..
the sorrow thereof weighed
heavy 111 his heart.
.

A~d

.But he would seek his disciples that they
might know he was risen. And as he walked
he felt strong again, and he stopped to take
f d B h
oo . y t e roadside he met a small child
who ~?eked at him with dark, wondering
eyes. You are Jesus," the child said. "They
say you were crucified at Calvary. And d'ied
h
~~~st•~ross. But now you are walking in our
. And Jesus' heart went out to the child and
he longed for him as he would a son. And he
stretched out his hand and blessed him.

And he went alone, because the wounds · . A.nd the same day he was with his
fro~ ~he ~olqiers' lances hurt him still,
diSCipl~s ~nd appeared among them. And as
remmd1_ng him that there were many who did
the diSCiples spoke of things that had
not believe and so were lost and would be
happened in Jerusalem. Jesus said, "Peace

::;;
be with you " But the
.
3:::
thinking they· h d
Y "':'~re affnghted, H.
"Truly it is I f; as:e.n. a Spirit, Jesus said, 8
bones, as ye'see I hae:'.t, hath not !lesh and o
come to fulfill th I . And he said he had
prophets Then h: aw at Moses and the
them
repe t
blessed them
told b
sins should b n ance ~nd the remiSSion of _8'
nations.
e preac ed among all the 3:::
"'

th~t

~

?n~

a_

Now that the hour had come for him to ;::,
asce~d unto the Father, as the Father had .w
p
d h f 11
rom.l~e ' e e to his knees and prayed, ::S
thanking God for having released him from oo
t_he _bonds of death and raising him to new
lif~ m the flesh. And he prayed ~hat all men
m1ght come to know the truth and the love of
God, and the peace which passes all understanding.
. A.nd when he had departed from them, the
diSCiples worshippd him and returned to
~erusal~m. with great joy and were contmually 1n the temple, praising and glorifying
God.

Klif TQ.UN& M'SEI.f ltiE aN1AGaN WOOU> NeiER 'El<Pefi'E US TO "D~EROOS RAtiAllON W/a)
-- 'BUr ~ 1s rr ll1t'f'VE GIVEN tlS URAN1UM ?Alllt~ ~ND Wt'RE 'Sl'f«<lt-.G ro GLOW 1NlH& D~K? 11
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Letters

. Who's a Racist?.

Editor:
By the addition of your headline, "Babich Defended," some people
may have misunderstood the gist of my recent letter published in the
LOBO March 9th. My "defense" of Babich was incidental to my
defense of jurors alleged to be racist, and the first sentence of my letter
was the reader's unmistakable cue to that fact.
In any problem between people where a discussion of "race" may
add to a solution, I believe it's profitable to view the potential for racism
from two aspects, each requiring separate treatment.
The first aspect is to look at a particular factual contest. Thus, where
a white motel owner excludes only blacks, or where, while passing a
white in a school hallway, a black person calls the white person
"hanky" (merely because of race), then one clearly has factual indications of racism.
The second aspect is to look the general "climate." In the past, for
example, one might logically infer that a white jury or white administrator would make an adverse decision with respect to a black,
due to white racism, in which ·ease one's inference derives from his or
her knowledge of the racial "climate."
As a rule, racism in a particular factual contest will be just as obvious
today as it was in the past. But when making inferences regarding
judgements which whites and blacks generally make about each other
today, one cannot cling to old notions of what the "climate" is. It has
changed.
In this climate, surely it is counter-productive to the encouragement
of good race relations for people automatically or carelessly to make
causal links between decisions they can't understand and the decisionmaker's race. To do so unveils racial prejudices in the very person who
asserts or insinuates that the decision-maker is racist.
Jack Rockafellow

at

What Racism Is
Editor:
To say that because an all-white jury convicted a white defendant
accused of committing a crime against a non-white proves beyond
reasonable doubt that white legalistic racism does not exist is totally
absurd.
Furthermore, pursuing this type of nebulous and non-valid logic and
saying that a racist issue did not enter into the jucicial crucifixion of the
Ramirez incident is also totally asinine.
Moreover, to infer that Babich was in a God-given and legal right to
kill Ramirez because Ramirez's own mother and family members could
not control her son is again a clear and definite illustration of pure
"diarrhea of the mind."
In sum, the fact still remains (beyond a shadow of a doubt, I must
add) that Ramirez is dead and that Babich killed him. In addition, the
Ramirez family still awaits for legal justice to take its toll over legal
racism. And in this connection, isn't it ironical (and stupid) for a "whileman" to tell a Chicano (who for hundreds of years has been a victim of
educational, politcal, social, economic, and legal discrimination) what
racism is?
Juan Jose Nunez Martinez

PIRG's Destiny
Editor:
This is in response to the editorial opinion in Wednesday's March 22
issue of the LOBO.
The money that PIRG gets is not automatic. Every spring in the past
there has been a referendum item on the general election ballot asking
students whether they want the $2 to go to PIRG. That same
referendum item is on the ballot again this spring.
PIRG is not fond of saying we are not an ASUNM group. We report
to the ASUNM senate 3 or 4 times every semester. On Monday March
20 we gave a report at the Regents meeting, as we do every semester.
Also the board of directors is composed entirely of students elected by
students.
The money was voted for PI RG by the students and it is the students
who should decide the future of PIRG, not ASUNM.
Any student who has a question is invited to come by the office or
Mark Liebendorfer
stop by the table when it is on the mall.
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by Garry Trudeau
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BudweiseL Announces 1978 National College "Pitch In'" Week
{Aprill0-16)
---~Get. up a group and Pitch In I You can help improve the
environment around your college and have a shot at
one. of five $1 ,~00 first place, five $500 second place,
or f1ve $250 th1rd place educational awards courtesy
of Budweiser and ABC Radio.
'

TC1 C·,ll{ '1' f'1fch ln 1 Wcok Desk
c o ABC: r-<,ldHJ Nptwork
1330 Av(•nuc of the Amer1cas New York New York 10019
Pleas(~ Ru~h Colleqc P1tch In' Week program k1t

N<lmr~

Any college, university, or approved organization
(fraternities, sororities, campus groups, etc.) is
eligible to participate. Just return the coupon
for rules and "Pitch In!" Week program kit.
Competition void where prohibited by law.
KIN{, OF IH I R··~ • ANHFUSt R BU',CH lt"'l •
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~rEx-Provost Endows1
~~ Education Scholarship

A UNM College o'f Education committee is accepting applifations until
;::;: March 27 for ail undergraduate scholarship endowed by former UNM
]
Provost Chester Travelstead.
·.3 Dr. David Darling, dean of the College of Education, said the
.Q scholarship fund will award $125 per'semester to an outstanding education
·; student.
Ci
,"The purpose of the scholarship," Darling said, "is to identify,
0
"' recognize and select outstanding students in the College of Education who
are committed to teaching in the public schools of New Mexico for at least
;::;: two years after graduation 'from the University with a baccalaureate
~ degree."
Z
He said the scholarship will be awarded on "merit and demonstrated
vi
performance
only, irrespective of the financial need of the student.!' A
...~ $125 award will
be made to a student this spring: Later this semester
P..
m_other c.Q!!lo.et.i.l.iP.n _will be held to...detgmine the r_ecipient for next year.
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PREPARE FOR:

·MCAT •DAT ·LSAT • OMAT . ____,
ORE • OCAT • VAT· SIT
1MB I, II, III:ECFMO·FLEX· VQE
NATL DENTAL BOARDS • NURSING BOARDS
Flexible Programs & Hours

'Chere IS •
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2911-01.116
10712
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Albuq. New Mex.
87112
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EDUCATIONAL CENTER
TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

MCAT Classes
Start Feb.18

Outside N.Y. State Only CALL TOLL FREE: 800·223·1782

Centers In Malar US Cities Toronto, Puerto Rico and Lugano, Switzerland

Reorganization Planned

To Protest Herbicide Sprays

Strike Force Head
To Reo/ace Marston Pot Coalition Plans Smoke-In!g_

Complaint Offices tO Unify
By TIM GALLAGHER
LOBO Editor
Amove is under way at UNM to
standardize all student grievance
procedures and establish one office
where all the complaints can be
heard because the present system is
"very helter·skelter," one official
said.
Eric Berryman,. administrative
assistant to the dean of students, is
spearheading the drive to consolidate grievance procedures.
"The present system is very helterskelter,
I'm "'afraid," said
Berryman.
·
A telephone survey conducted by
Berryman found that most
departments don't have an
established grievance procedure.
He said that because of this, most
students don't even know where to
go when they've got a grievance
concerning grades, discrimination
or other matters.
Berryman said he is the man to
see if a student does have a complaint and he will try first to work
out the problem with the student
and the instructor involved. About
12 students per week see Berryman
with a grievance, he said, but there
are a great deal more who don't
know what to do or fear reper-

cussions from within a department
if they file a grievance against a
professor.
"We're so large and we've
become such a bureacracy that the
average student doesn't know
where to turn," Berryman said.
He said the goal of one who
handles grievances should· be "to
get the student backinto class on an
equal and non-combative basis with
the professor. This can ruin a
student's life and we're trying to
avoid that."
Berryman said the plan to
·consolidate grievance procedures
· into a central office could take

PHILADELPHIA (UPI)-Attorney General Griffin Bell will recommend that the head of the Justice Department's Chicago strike force be
named to succeed David w. Marston as U.S. Attorney in Philadelphia, the
Philadelphia Bulletin reported Wednesday.·
·
The Bulletin quoted sources close to Bell as saying Peter Vaira, 4h will
get the nod because Bell is impressed with his record.
But Vaira said he was "surprised" by the report. "No body's told me. I
know I'm under consideration," he said.
Vaira, who was chief of ~hiiadelphia's strike force on organized crime in
1972 and 1973, has directed a drive in the Chicago area against organized
crime since 1974.
According the report, Vaira declined to say whether he is a Democrat
or Republican but sources called him a "nominal" Democrat.
Bell said at the time he fired" Marston, now a candidate for Pennsylvania
C_lovenor, that part of the reason was because Marston was a Republican.

several forms.
One of these would be to put it
under the auspices of the Affirmative Action office which is involved in hiring procedures.
Another plan similar to this is to
put the grievance procedures under
the AA office, but to separate the
faculty and staff hiring from
students' grievances. Berryman said
he would prefer to see stltdents'
grievances separated from faculty
and staff hiring.
"For any of this to work we need
the confidence of the faculty and
the students that they')! be getting a
fair shake," Berryman said.

to

---~ · · Mary Ann

in her neck. ~he is slowly regaining the use of her arms, although she can't
use her hands, and she says that she has spotty feeling on some parts of her
body, like her knees and feet. The feeling indicates that the spinal cord
hasn't been completely severed. ·
.
Since her first degree was taken in art and she has some of her animal
drawing pinned on the wall of her room, she is hoping to be able to draw
again.
''If I had broken the seventh vertebra in my neck, instead of the fifth, I
could use my hands," Mary Ann says but she considers that old history.
She now works on getting her body back into shape and movement.
"At first I couldn't move anything but gradually l got more and more
movement in my arms. I get more feeling and more strength every week,"
shesays.
·
Mary Ann notes that_ before the accident, she was right-handed and now
she is left-handed because there is more strength in her left hand.
Bed-ridden for the first three weeks because of an operation to fuse part
of her spine and traction on a piece of equipment called the Striker bed,
Mary Ann said she had tongs inserted in her skull to hold fifteen pounds of
pressure keeping her immobile.
"Ali I could do is look at the ceiling. Then they'd turn rrie over in that
bed and I'd look at the floor."
For awhile she was in the critical care unit but Mary Ann says, "I
couldn't believe it because I felt fine."
During her enforced immobility, she says" she managed to get through
with help from her friends and family. Cards are pinned up on curtains and
walls and plants are on shelves and two little stuffed animals lie by her
pillow.
Two brothers live in Albuquerque and her parents come up from
Roswell to see her. "Luckily, I don't have too much time to myself. I get
enough, but not too much."

N
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There will be a meeting to share ideas about Introduction to Women
Studies, Friday March 24 from 3 to 5 p.m. in the History lounge of Mesa
Vista. For more information call Women Studies.
Summer camp counselors, nurses and specialists are needed for ACA
accredited resident Fire Camp in the Jemez mountains. Contact Bobbie
Borges Molles at 265-8786 from 9 a.m. to 4:30p.m.
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The Racing Bicycle Club of Albuquerque will meet today at 8 p.m. in the
community room of the Alternative Community Center, 106 Girard SE.
Everyone is welcome. For more information call David Hysom at 2429886.

Thursday, March 23

Eldon Feld~an
8 25.00

Now much of her day is filled with occupational therapy, physical
therapy and lunch group therapy.
The occupational therapy is to make her work on coordination exercises.
"That's the therapists' main concern-getting me back to my art."
The physical therapy works on building up her strength so that she can
transfer herself to her wheelchair and back and do pushups in her
wheelchair to relieve pressure.
Mary Ann is learning to propel her wheelchair around by herself,
pushing little prongs on the side of the wheels which look like rubbercovered spikes on Ben-Hur's chariots.
The lunch group therapy involves eating with a group of other
rehabilitation patients who are relearning how to feed themselves despite
their injuries or problems.
Mary Ann is very optimistic about regaining more use of her body. She
cites examples of people who regain the use of their legs despite doctors'
predictions and people who heal years after their accident.
Smiling, she says, "I have some feeling in my fingers. It's a possibility
I'll get back the use of my hands. The spinal cord is in shock for a year, so
doctors give people at least a year to show their recovery."

There will be an important meeting of the Las Campanas today at 7:00
p.m. in Hokona lounge. All members
are asked
to attend.
.
.

6:30 p.m. - The Larry Goodell
Show: An hour of poems from the
poet laureate of Placitas. ·
7:30 p.m. - Anarcho-Feminism:
Several anarcho-feminists discuss
their philosophy, their criticism of
the present order, and what an
anarcho-feminist society would be
like.
9 p.m.- The Light That Jazz Lit.
KUNM News at 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.
UPI News at l, 6, 8, 11 a.m., I and
9p.m.
Sports at 3 p.m.

A Russian Film with English subtitles will be shown today at 7:30p.m.
in Ortega 153. It is based on the novel by M. Sholokhov and is called" And
Quiet Flows the Don."
The Spurs will meet tonight at 7:30p.m. in rm 250-B of the New Mexico
Union.
·The UNM Urantia Study Group will meet tonight at 7:30 in rm 231B of
the of the New Mexico Union. They will be studying the "factual story of
the crucifiction and reserection of Jesus."
·

Mary Ann is counting on going back to UNM soon, but she hasn't
decided whether it'll be this fall or spring. She says the Division of
Vocational Rehabilitation will help her.
She says what she misses the most is being outdoors. But just like
military personn~l, she gets weekend day passes when she can go to see
movies. Mary Ann has seen "Goodbye Girl'' and the "Turning Point".
Recently she went to thewomen's conference.
· Afterwards, she went to the Frontier Restaurant with some· of her
friends. A woman .came up to her and lectured her on religion ending by
saying, "The Lord loves you anyway."
"1 haven't really gotten depressed since the accident but that was the one
. time I got depressed. I never .felt so conspicuous. I want those religious
people to know that sometimes they go overboard. I just felt all that pity
coming at me. That really depressed me.''
The rest ofthe time Mary Ann is keeping. her spirit up. "I figure I can
still draw and that's the most important thing to me right now."
Mary Ann is at St. Joseph's Hospital in the rehabiliiation unit on the
eighth floor, Room 8019.

The University of California School of. Public Health is recruiting Native
Americans for the fall semester in the master of public health program.
Eligibility for the MP{I program . requires that the applicant have a
bachelor's degree and be one-fourth or more Indian. For more information contact Pierre, Betty or Sam at 277-3917/8
> •
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lower Level

Along with our
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New Nuke
·Designed
By·Student
WASHINGTON (UP I)-A 22year-old Harvard economics
student told a Senate committee
Wednesday he had designed a
workable nuclear weapon and
experts backed his claim.
"I was astonished by the amount
of well-organized information and
the number and quality of ideas he
was able to assemble in a time that
he says was about three months of
intensive work," said Theodore
Taylor, who used to design atomic
bombs for the government.
Student Dimitri Rotow of
Arlington, Va., told the Senate
Governmental Affairs Committee
he used
only unclassified
documents and worked alone.

... ASUNM
Cont. from pttge 7

violated the constitution and could
be impeached for not meeting
Monday night after he had called a
special session. "The senate was
called to meet and it didn't," he
said. It was noted that it would be
unlikely for the senate to impeach
itself as no one would attend any
meeting with that intent.
In other action, the senate
rescinded its vote that approved the
budget for the Child Care Co-op in
order to maintain what Finance
Committee chairman Rick Anaya
called open lines of communication
with Williams. Williams had
planned to take the senate to court
on the matter because the senate
allegedly had not followed constitutional procedure for approval
of the Co-op budget.
The Child Care Co-op request
for $21,500 for 1978-79 was
reintroduced on the senate floor
and approved.

said.
Bashear said the coalition is
protesting the spraying of herbicides on Mexican marijuana by
U.S. and Mexican officials.
Deputy Chief of Field Services AI
Campbell, said, the police
department will not "ignore
violations of the law" and police
will be on hand to "keep the
peace."
Dr. Juan Varona, the Mexican
Consul, said his offices will be

closed today Holy Thursday and
Friday (Good Friday), religious
holidays observed in Mexico,
Varona said he did not authorize
the smoke-in. "These are hippie
types, I told them they couldn't do
something like this," he said.
Don Svet, U.S. Attorney, said,
"Unless they assault the building or
the consul, we're not going to take
any action. We will not take any
action unless there is a violation of
federal law."
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Are You Going
To Medical School
Next Year?

~

1808 L~s Lomas Rd. N.E.
Contact GSA Office
For more lnfofmatlon

277-3803
Everyone Welcome
It
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1fees,
Full scholarships available - tuition, 1
books, plus $4QO per month. Call
Lt. Tim Watson, Navy Medical
I Programs at 766-2335 for details.
~
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The University of New Mexico
Student Publication Board
Is Preparing to Accept
Applications for
"·New Mexico Daily Lobo
Editor for 1978-79

The application deadline date and the interview
times will be set at today's Publications Board
meeting. Complete details will appear in the
Monday Daily Lobo.

By Popular Demand
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9:00Am
International Center
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GSA Budget Hearings
Sat., ffintch 25

Hare.••vet so wen-done !

.'
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Plans for a protest marijuana
smoke-in at the Mexican Consulate
by the New Mexico Marijuana
Coalition may go up in smoke if the
protesters violate an Albuquerque
city ordinance by lighting up the
weed.
The New Mexico Chapter of the
National Organization for the
Reform of Marijuana Laws
(NORML), the Youth International
Party ("Yippies") and Chapter
One are taking part in the p.rotest
this morning at 10 a.m., Jack
Bash ear, Chapter one coordinator

This week only, all Qmelettes &
fillings are 20o/o off.
Open M-F 7:00a.m.-4:00p.m.
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Film Festival
,(f

The Environmental Film Festival Central SE from noon to 2 p.m.
continues today· at the School of and 7 to 9 p.m.
Five film's are scheduled for
Architecture and Planning at 2414
today. Noise: Polluting (he
Environment examines noise as an
1 environmental pollutant and as the
cause of increasing damage · to
hearing. Pedal Power is redefining
energy efficiency "in terms of
WITH THIS COUPON
I of
matching the appropriate energy
source to the task at hand. On Bill
Loosely's Heat Pump, Loosely lives
in Ontario where the gr.ound freezes
931 San Mateo N.E.
I solid for three or mtlre feet down,
but his heating bill was just $75.
Up Then Get Down With
Power and Wheels surveys the
GOLDRUSH
1 social and cultural impact of the
on American life in the
No Cover
I automobile
past 50 years. The closing film is
called Urban Impact On Weather..
and Climate.
Friday features an awardwinning film called The Last Resort
which accounts the two-year effort
to block construction of a nuclear
power plant in Seabrook, N.H.
Mountain Music is an animation of
clay figures and scenery with the
theme of technology vs. nature .
The final film is called More Power
Stations.
Monday's films include The New
Alchemists about an experimental
full food chain farm. Powers of
Ten takes a trip beyond the galaxies
and then back into the atom.
Juggernaut follows a nuclear
reactor en route through India.

Recorded Message
Phone 296·8568
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BUY ONE DRINK,
GET ONE FREE
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Okies

~~

Presents
Foot Long
Hot Dogs

daily 11-3

.35c

Even Bntry

I'm sick cm tired of spending a
University Store
fOrtUne on tapes and records
2222 Centto.l S.E. and rm not going to take it
255-2225
anymore!
ffion.-Thura.10-10
Fri. So.t. 10-12
"Gettln Setter •
Sun.12-6
All The Time"

Uptown Stor~
4517 Centto.l H.E.
266-9887
ffion.-So.t. 10-8
Sun.12-6

PANCHO VilLA
TEQUILA

Breakfast Lunch & Boogie

The New Kid In Town

••
••

A scene from "HGnk" cGIIP.d "Ramblln'ffiGn"

~~=======B=a=nd='=fo=B=c=,A=nn==ou=n=ce=d=======~==~'

Jes~le Berney, Tomy ffiltchell, Gerald Hanwrlght, Tom Parrott Gnd Larry Steffy.

Dance Thentte Tnpping

Band

By ROBERTSPlEGEL

dates
wee
Wickham Brothers: Hank and
Lewie have settled in at. the Turn
of the Century Club in the
Winrock Mall. The Brothers are
featured on the KRST Enchantment Album.
Sunset: Greg John's group will
bring its original music to the
Grinder on Cornell just south of
Central this Friday and Saturday
nights.
Tom Parrott: This guy's gettin'
around. Tom will play his strange
ragtime originals at the Grinder on
Friday from noon till 2 p.m. This
is before the gold rush ~ets in.
Out of the Hlue: You should be
dancing at the Friar's Pub on
Lomas between San Pedro and
Louisiana through the weekend.
Macho Power: Latin music on the
mesa. Macho Power continues at
the Latin Quarter on west Central
through the week.
H. Hopper: "The Hopper's back
-come down and see 'em," or so
she said. Rock at Alfalfa's on
Lomas between Washington and
San Mateo.:
Showdown: Dancing, dancing,
dancing at the Hog's Breath
Saloon on San Mateo through the
weekend.
Dazzle: Disco jazz at the Bolero
Lounge in the Hilton Inn at
Menual and University. Watch for
them in a future Bandstand.
Downtown Sound: Artd of course,
the sound of. downtown will make
their stand downtown in the
. Fogg's Bar at the Albuquerque
Inn.

Applications & Job Descriptions
Now Available for New Mexico

STATE GOVERNMENT
INTERN PROGRAM

Qualifications:

• Junior, Sen lor, or Grad • New Mexico Resident
Student Status
• Must meet requirements of
• 2.5 Cum. GPA
job description
Contact Career Services,
Mesa Vista South, Room 2131
DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS MARCH 28

anywhere from 75 cents to $1.50 on
films like Star Wars and Saturday
Night Fever. Several large
businesses and the City of
AI buquerque offer these tickets to
their employees.

J5000 GtCAnt

,j
l

We're all lost in the gold rush, or
how I finally found the mysterious
rhinestone harmonica player hiding
on stage at the Apollo Lounge.
Now here's a bizarre band! Tomy
Mitchell, who was once a singer in
Waylon-Jennings' back up band the
Waylors, is putting out some sweet
country vocals'; the infamous Tom
Parrott is slipping in with tasteful
slide work on his twelve-string,
looking out from under a cowboy
hat (New York Village folky goes
Texas - it must be the big blue
sky); Jessi~; Berney is standing in
the shadows, adding vocals and
charging out with hot-fire guitar
leads; Larry Steffy, "Tomy's ole
man," is off to the side, almost on
the dance floor, holding down the
liottom w"lth his steady bass; Gerald
Hanwright is laying down some
tight, sharp, slamming country
beats; and seemingly out of
nowhere comes David Bedini,
jumping on the stage, grabbing a
mike, wailing on the harmonica.
Casteneda has nothing on this
discovery. I've actually located the
mysterious
rhinestone ... etc.,
holding 'out as a part-time member
of Albuquerque's golden rush. I
should have known.
Gold Rush is a rambling band
with rambling spirits. Even the
name is spirited. "The reason we
call Gold Rush Gold Rush is
because I always have a gold rush
going. Jose Cuervo Gold, you
know," said To my Mitchell with a
tequila-inspired laugh.
"Tomy used to sing back-up for
Waylon Jennings. She spent four
years singing for Waylon," Tom

Parrott said.
"Yeah, but he wam't Waylon in
those days. I mean, nobody really
knew him. He wasn't like Waylon
nowadays. I have to say that," says
Tomy.
"Well, he wasn't really big on
top forty, like he is now, but he was
widely known among people,
among people who were hip," Tom
Parrott comes back.
"l came to Albuquerque about
five years ago and people'd go
'Waylon who? Willie what?' They
didn't know what I was talking
about. Then all of a sudden ... "
Tomy finished.
The members of Gold Rush have
been through numbers of musical
changes. Mitchell has been with
Tomy Mitchell and Running Iron, a
local band which played the Golden
Gopher and the Caravan East, and
many others. Tom Parrott is a
legend in Albuquerque. He has
spent years playing folk clubs
around town as a solo artist singing
his originals such as "Vasectomy
Blues" ("Mama, there ain't no
way") and "Last Call Lullaby."
He has recorded two albums with
Folkways which are soon to be rereleased.
Jessie Berney has played blues
guitar for a number of years in the
East, and the blues styles still mark
his lead work with Gold Rush. The
·newest member is drummer Gerald
Hanwright. "Actually, I've had 14
drummers over a period of five
years and he's the best one," said
Tomy. Gerald is an excellent
country drummer whose solid work
allows the band more freedom in
the lead work. Part-time member,
David Bedini, adds his vocal,

harmonica and guitar talents to the
band on the weekends.
"As soon as this man starts
working during the daytime (He is
presently working the swing shift),
he's going to be in our .band. We're
really proud of him," said Tomy.
"Don't tell him that or he'll get a
swelled head," added Tom.
Gold Rush will be playing the
Apollo Lounge through this
weekend. Join them on an extended
gold rush, although the next day
may be a bit rough, it's worth a
listen to the call of a wild night.

A $5000 grant has been awarded
to a UNM graduate student in ar.t
J1istory by the Kress Foundation to
conduct reseon:h on earlv Colonial
church rres<:nc~ combi~ing PreColumbian and European motifs.
Graduate st utlent Donna Pierce
will conduct the research pmject
which is entitled "Sixteenth
Century Nave Frescoes in the
Augustinian Church, lxmilquilpan,
Mexico."
The grant will fund the project
for a one-year period. It will mainly
be used to support travel and ar-·
chival research in Mexico, New
York and Texas.

Happy Hour

Drink Specials
8·9
25c

4:30-7:00
Entertainment

lunches served daily

NOW APPEARING

SHOWDOWN
Phone 881-8233 4800 San Mateo N.E.

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Aquinas Newman Center
1815 Las Lomas Rd. N, E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106

Services For Holy Week
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There's Gold in Th.Qt Band

The exciting young performers of the Albuquerque Dance Theater will
present their second home season of· the year at the University of
Albuquerque, Stage I, March 23-26. Curtain time for performances is 8:00
p.m. Tickets may be obtained at any Ticketmaster outlet.
Featured in the concert are three premiere performances of works by
members of the Company. "Mon. 9:30-10:30; L.R.,R.S" created by F.
Randall Simmons, a duet performed by Simmons and Laura Russell;
"No net for Brass" choreographed by Robert Christianson, and performed
by Linda Carr, Randall Simmons and Laura Russell- a lyrical movement
piece to music by Alec Wilder; and "Portrait/Self-Portrait" created and ·
performed by Linda Carr - a highly energetic dance to original music
.
composed and performed by Paul Hindes.
The concert aiso includes "Hank" by Pamela Knisel, danced to a
medley of Hank Williams' songs; ''Space Place'' an improvisation directed
by Paul Hindes; and "RaduMeloraKhidebo" choreographed by Robert
Christianson and performed by the entire Company.

Even Now
Barry Manilow
Arista AB 4164
By JANE QUESNEL
COMPILED BY RORF.RT
Continuing his stream of
successful hits, Barry Manilow SPIEGEL
might as well begin numbering his Gold Rush: Country blues and
albums a Ia Chicago. At any rate, swing with Tomy Mitchell and the
Barry Manilow VI, Even Now,
infamous Tom Parrott (featured
contains some excellent, but in today's Bandstand) are letting
unexpected cuts, as well as some the Jose Cuervo Gold rush
material introduced by way of his through the Apollo Lounge on San
Mateo just south of Lomas tonight
second television special.
through Saturday.
Opening with the fast-paces
"Copacabana," the album rapidly Planets: Back home again, the
Planets will spin the {lancers at
smooths out. In fact, except for
Ned's on Central through the
that first cut, there isn't an upweekend.
Get there early or you'll
tempo number on the disc.
need a wedge.
Long noted for including a 40's
or 50's boogie or jazz cut on each Traveller: Hard rock and roll is still
holding out with one of
record, Manilow pulls a real switch
Albuquerque's best. Catch
with this release. "Copacabana''
Traveller at Ty's (formerly Uncle
could well be right out of a 1930's
Nasty's) on Central one block east
movie musical, while "I Was a
of Washington through Saturday.
Fool" is purely a 1940's torch song
Made in the Shade: Superb vocals
from start to finish.
and excellent instrumental work
The album includes his current
(look
out for Sid's piano) from
airplay hit, ''I Can't Smile Without
Made in the Shade at the
You," as well as half a dozen of the
Establishment in Montgomery
bluest "lost love" songs you'll ever
Mall on north San Mateo through
hear. Somehow the whole thing
the weekend.
ends on a note of hope with the
Sonny Terry and Brownie McGhee:
song "Sunrise."
Two of the best country blues men
Recommended cuts include
of all time will play at the Golden
"Even Now," "Losing Touch,"
Inn in Golden, New Mexico Friday
"Copacabana" and "I Was A
night.
Fool."
Serpentine: Hard rock and roll
lifting the roof at Okie's this
Friday night.
Honeywood: It'll smooth down to
the easy sounds of Honcywood at
Okie's this Saturday night.
Soundstage: Popular tunes for the
dancers at the Friar's East on
Wyoming just north of the
4418 Central SE

Breakfast 1am Ou
Fine Lunches
Daily Specials
Selected Wine List

· LOBO photo by Ray Denonvilfe

Discount movie tickets for the
four General Cinema Corp.
theaters in Albuquerque are now
being Qffered for sale at the SUB
Box Office. The tickets, which cost
$2.50 each, are valid for up to one
year and may be used for any
showing of any film. Beside being
good at the Louisiana Blvd Cinema
.1-ll-111 and the Wyoming. Mall
Cinema the tickets are also valid at
any Gercral Cinema theater in the
U.S. The only restriction placed on
the tickets purchased at the SUB is
that they must be exchanged at the
the theater box office for a regular
ticket. 'There is no extra charge for
the exchange.
The ticket sale, which will be a
continuing operation at the SUB
Box Office, is sponsored by the
Student
Veterans
UNM
Association. SVA President Cisco
Garcia commented, "I'm really
surprised that no one has sponsored
these tickets before. They'll save
the
University
community

Easter

Monday/Tuesday: Masses: 12:00; 4:30
Sacrament of Reconciliation: 3: 30-4: 30
Wednesday:
Masses: 12: 00; 4: 30
Sacrament of Reconciliation: 7:30pm
Holy Thursday:
Masses: 12: 00; 5: 00
· Sacrament of Reconciliation: 4: 00-5:00
Good Friday:
Services: 12:00 (Stations of the Cross)
7:30pm
Sacrament of Reconciliation: after the
7: 30 pm service
Holy Saturday:
Easter Vigil: 8:00pm
EASTERSUNDAY: Masses: 8:00; 9:15; 10:30; 11:45
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Turquoise Tourney Begins Today~

! .Garcia-Crawford Match rops Singles Play·
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Utes Down Lobos in Tennis.
By PETER MADRID
LOBO Sp!irfs Editor ·

0
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The featured singles match which
everyone went to see Wednesday

afternoon lit the new Lobo Tennis
Club complex lived up to its top
billing.
The stage was set for a Tim
Garcia-Kent Crawford battle on the

tennis court.
Garcia entered the match as the
Lobo's top tennis player and
Crawford, a tennis All-American
for Utah, entered the match as the

f!d
~

a seasoned tennis player, again
fought back to knot the games at
six apiece and send the set into \he
nine-point tie-breaker.
Crawford outscored Garcia 5-3
enroute to winning the set 7-6. The ·
third and final set saw Crawford
outplay GraCia and win the match
by scores of 3-6, 7-6, and 6-2.
Garcia played the entire match
with fbe . same ·intensify and
aggressiveness. CrawfOrd on the
other hand, played a more conservative game but nevertheless
went on to win.
In other singles play Ronnie
Wheeler was downed by Jim
Greenberg 5-7, and 1-6, Jeff
Chavez lost 5-7 and 5-7 to Dave
Sherbeck, Mike Palmer lost to
David Thornburgh 4-6, 6-1, 6-7,
and Jimmy Altimarano lost to Tom
Mullin 2-6, 6-2, and 2-6.
The only Lobo to win his singles
match was Jerry Wheeler who
Garcia opened up a love-30 lead downed Chris Andrews 2-6, 6-1,
on Crawford's serve but Crawford, and 6-4.
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Undergraduate Assessment Program
for this semester
is
Saturday, March 25,1978

College Building, 277-5345.
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The Universit_y of New mexico
and
The New mexico Humanities Council
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The New Mexico state championship in the Bud~~iser c;onege
Super Stars competition wlll g~t
under way at 9 a.m. Sunday, Apnl
2, in the 1ohnson gymnasium area
of UNM. .
Co~petl?g for the st~te
champ10nsh1p an~ the opport~mty
to adv~nce to reg1onal and nat1.o~al
B~dwelser Super Stars competition
will be teams from UNM and
NMSU
Since· last fall, men and women
athletes from 175 colleges and
universities in 32 states have taken
part in the Budweiser College Super
Stars competition, initially at the
campus level but advancing in 1978
to state, regional and national
~
finals.
The Budweiser College Super
Stars National Championship will
be decided in competition to be held
May 6 at Busch Gardens in Tampa,
Fla.
Endorsed by the National
Entertainment and Campus·

~

Testing Division

,

'

"We tried to get teams that are
consistently good. Iowa is a good
Big I 0 team, Tulsa was ranked in
the 'Cop 20 last year and Wyoming
has a good program."
The Lobos, the Golden
Hurricanes and the Haw keyes have
been playing each other all week
and Cappelli said that is just what
the UNM team needs, to play as
many games as possible.
"Playing as many games as we
can is good for the freshman on the
squad," Cappelli said, "because it
gives them a chance to see some
good hitters play."
Cappelli continued to say, "I feel

the team is coming along fine. I feel
we started to improve as a team
when we went to play in California.''
Cappelli said the Lobos need to
become consistent in all areas of the
game. Cappelli said his team is
getting consistent to some degree in·
the pitching.
"The main factor to the consistency in our pitching," Cappelli
said, "is to play as many a games as
we can. The defense hasn't
progressed like I'd antiCipated. But
it has settled dow~ and leveled out
some."
G!ppelli concluded by saying,

Bud'JI'el·ser Super Stars
.. ScheduJj'ed
Compe t :t.t'/on
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~ Those who are registered for this test should have received
~ tickets in the mail. If you have not received your tickets,
c: please check with the Testing Division, Room 2, University
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Utes number one man.
Garcia came out playing very
aggressive although losing the first
two games of the first set. The
Lobo senior then won four straight
games until Crawfard ended tiJC
streak by winning one game.
The Lobo tennis ace then won the
next two games to capture the first
set 6-3,
In the second set, both pl<lyers
exchanged games · until Garcia
grabbed a five game to .four lead
over the powerful Ute star.
Garcia had the chance to win the
match in two sets when he grabbed
a 40-30 advantage in the tenth
game. But Crawford battled back
to score the next three points and
ev.en the set at five apiece.
Garcia then won the next game
and in the twelfth game, again had
the opportunity to clinch the
match.
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The first annual UNM Turquoise
Baseball Tourney gets underway
today with the University of Tulsa
and Wyoming squaring off at. II
this morning at Lobo Fidd.
Tlie New Mexico baseball team
of coach Vince Cappelli meets the
University of Iowa at I :30 p.m. also
at Lobo Field.
In the night session, Tulsa and
Iowa play at 5 p.m. and the Lobos
and the Cowboys square off at 7:30
p.m. Both night games will be
played at the Albuquerque Sports
Stadium.
Commenting ori the first annual
Turquoise Tourney, Cappelli said,

'

Sponsored by Michelob

BLACK ELK
SPEAKS
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 5 - 8:15 Pm
In fTlO.Y 1931 o.t the invito.tion of Blo.ck Elk, John Neiho.rdt went to the Pine
Ridge Reservo.tion in South Do.koto.. There, Blo.ck Elk told of his vision, his
memories of his second cousin. Cro.zy Horse o.nd the story of his people,
"Heo.r me," he so.id, "not for myself, but for my people."
A Plo.y by Christopher Sergei (To Kill A mockingbird)
A SHATTERING HISTORICAL DRAmA OF THE WINNING OF
THE WEST, AS EXPERIENCED BY THOSE WHO LOST IT.

Kent Crawford in court action.
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DO YOU HAVE ZITS?
~~The

University of New Mexico Divlsion ,r.
of Dermatology and Student Health
Center needs volunteers with acne to
. • help determine the effectiveness of a 1 ~
new medication for treatmeet of this •
condition. Patients mu·st be available
.~for examination on Saturday mornings~~
between March 25 and June 17, and
should not be taking oral antibiotics or
• birth control pills during the month •II
before the study begins. Volunteers will
be paid for their participation.

$5.00 - $4.00 - $3.00
STUDENTS & FACULTY - STAFF 1/2 PRICE
Avo.ilo.ble At Popejoy Ho./1 And SUB Box Office • 277-3121
•

I

For further information, contact Rita Macinnis (277·4757) or It
It Sharon Noble (277-3136).
•

... .. -
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Sto.r Go.rden
Western History.
o.nd
Riddle of Lumen

,:.

The Bud Man Chase
Scheduled For April

l

I
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University of New Mexico
basketball coach, Norm Ellenberger has been selected the District
7 Basketball Coach of the Year by
the N a tiona! Association of

~~~~~ballcoachesoftheUnited

finish no higher than second in the
WAC with defending champion
Utah losing only one starter from
last season. But, the Lobos jumped
off to a 10-0 record in the conference (breaking the record of
eight straight) and finished 13-1,
losing only to Utah in Salt Lake
City.

.

Get Out And Enjoy The
Beautiful Spring Weather

t~ow is the time to start getting in shape for the In-

Thutsdo.y

'8:00
o.t the
Union (sub)
Theo.tre
Frldo.y
The Devil Is A
Womo.n
atara

-

Norm Tabbed Top.
District 7 Coach

It's time to take your tennis racket out of the closet
and see if it still hits the ball. Yes the 3rd Annual Intramural Tennis Classic is next weekend March 30,
31-April 1, 2 so it's time to find a partner. The tournament is open to all students, faculty and staff. A
$1.50 entry fee per person will be charged with balls
and refreshments provided for all the participants.
The tournament, co-sponsored by MichelobBudweiser, will feature doubles competition for beginners, intermediates and the advanced player. Some of
the divisions may be combined if entries are minimal
though. For an entry blank or additional information
come by the Intramural office, room 230 of Johnson
Gym. Entry deadline is Monday, March 27 at 12:00
noon.

LOBO photo by Pelo1 Modrld
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Find A Partner And Get
Out For The Fun Of It

Sto.n
Bro.kho.ge's
flkns

I

~
UNM and Iowa at 7:30p.m.
;:l
Both morning games will take 8'
place at Lobo Field and both night
games will be played at the Sports t1
Stadium.
~

SPRING TENNIS CLASSIC

POPEJOY HALL
Announce The American Premiere Tour Of

baseball is good defense and good
pitching."
·
The tourney continues tomorrow
as UNM and Tulsa play at II a.m.,
Iowa and Wyoming at 1:30 p.m.,

Ellen berger, who guided the
UNM Lobos to their best record
ever at 24-4 including and unprecedented 13-1 Western Athletic
Conference slate, will receive his
Activities Association, the Bud- ticipated in varsity sports and do award at the NCAA finals in St.
weiser games pit teams of four men not attend school on athletic Louis. He joins UNM players
_..and two women (plus alternates) scholarships.
Marvin Johnson and Michael
against each other in six events:
Campus level winners receive Cooper who were named to the allvolleyball, 880-yard relay race, Budweiser College Super Stars district 7 team.
obstacle course, canoe race (Frisbee athletic warm-up and competition
Ellenberger completed his sixth
toss if watersports are not uniforms and are advanced to state season as head coach at UNM and
available), tug-of-war and "six- championship competition. State now has an impressive career record
pack', Pitch In (a basketball winners receive team and individual of 115-52 (.689). It was his third
variation). Contestants must be trophies, and regional and national season with over 20 wins at New
Lobo coach Norm Ellenfull-time students at their respective winners will receive trophy awards Mexico.
berge·•
d
h d'
·
New Mexico was expected to
•
i'nisitiituitiioinis.iwihio.ihiavieiinioit.ipairi-.ianiimiiericiian~lsieipiniziesi.iiiiii. .iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilj

Film o.rtlst
Go.ry
Dobermo.n
will speo.k
on

'-.

z

"The key to wmnmg games in Tulsa and Wyoming at 5 p.m., and ~

ffinrl~ne

Deitrich

7:00 and 9:15

tramural "Bud Man Chase." The 3 mile run will take
place April 29th on the North Golf Course. A $2.00
entry fee is required to help pay for the t-shirts which
everyone will receive. All students, faculty and staff
can enter except collegiate _letterman or members of
the track team. Awards will be presented to the win·
ners in each age bracket plus to the person who
guesses the "Bud Man's" time. Age groups for this
event are 17-20, 21-26, 27-37, 38-48, and 49 and over.
So put on your track shoes and get ready to chase
the Bud Man.

PICNIC?
Surprise/
people/ Serve

IMJCHELOB~
DRAUGHT BEER

QUARTER BARREL

Weekends Were Made For Michelob And Tennis

$0.00

t"'

g.
9

SPECIAL
IOOLLECTIONS

'

"'....,
..c:
~

ROOMY I·BDRM FURNISHED apt., utilities paid
$185,00 lno., 116 HarvardSE, Call898-1254. 03/3j

BLOC~ UNM. Fumis~ed adobe duplex, 2 or 3

ONE

warranty--$185, 296-4259,
1%9 VOLKS

bcdrf>om w/fJreplace,. w/parking. $200,00. 293·'602.
'

0
,D

.
WAGON
BUG $650.
hrghway,
Runs
well, 243·6810.

LOS~

PERSONALS

;, 1.

~----~~~==~--
Cl CONTACTS??? POLISHING & SOLUTIONS.
tfn
0 Ca.'ieyOpl!cal Company. 255-8736
,S! ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
~ traception, sterilization, abortion. Right to Choose
~94.o 111.
· o412a
;t NONSMOKER'S CLUBI897-lll31.
03124

::E

:Z... GENER:"-L
CINEMA CORP, discount movie tickets
now available, SUB Bo}( Orfice. $2.50,
03/M
~- HAIL BRITANNIA! AJ:>JD it's about ~ime we had
~ c~eap

London fares. But can you avoid the airline

0.0 np-off from there? For sensationally priced overseas

&; travel call or write: FLIGHT HUNTERS Inc.

1353

Easl 87th Street, Brooklyn, New York 11236. (212)
763·7894.
.
03/23
SPRING SPECIAL! JO·SPEED tune-up: $!1.50 plu~
parts, Perso.nal se~vtce, expert repairs, low prices plus
weekly specmls. Rtchmond Bicycle SupJ)Iy, 102 Rich-

mond NE, 266-~611, Kevin.

03/24

SCH<;LARSHIPS FOR STUDY in South America,

_NORTH PARKING Lot, blue.book bag
contammg notebooks and rain garment. Reward, call

294-6827.

0)/23

REWARD: <;OR.AL BRACELET, Lost on c-ampus.

243·5722.

03/28

LOST: NEAR PHYSICAL Plant, blue bounded lab
notebook, Please call Rick, 277-4681.
03/29
FOU~D: NOTE~OOK W/NAME Henry Salazar.
Idenury. and cla1m. See Terry Halpin, Rm. 216
Journahsm Bldg.
03/29

L~AT·MCAT REVIEW <;OUJtSES. PrePare Now,

Call PENM 842-5200. ,
., . .
tfn
EXPERTTYPINq. 266'4:;'67.
.
03/31
Q~ ~YPING SERVICE. A ·cOmplete typing and
· edllona~ sys_tem, Technical, general, leg~l, medical,
scholastic. Ch!'rts & tables, J4!i·212S,
04/29
Kll'IKO'S. TYPING SERVICE (IBM'~>electric) and
now 3-mmute Passport Photos. No appointment.

UNM s Andean Center. Information 229 Ortega
Hall, 277·26)6,
03/24

268-8515.

AGORA IS SPONSORING a talk by Psychology
Professor Sam Roll of UNM ,on the dangers of
p~ychothcrapy, Wednesday, March 29, -7~30 pm,

265·11(>1·
03/27
TYPING'ISTQUALITY. 883-7787,
tfn
GREATTYPINGI266-3953.
03/31
RO!OTJLLING BY APPOINTMENT. Group rates

BIOlogy Rm. 139.

03/28

SAVE THE. SEALS··Lct's stop the. brutal slaughter
of helpless babies. 883-3789.
03/29
GO_NNA BOOGIE TONITE? Ned's had dancing
untll 2 am.
·
03/23

2.

LOST&FOUND
•

available. Call Tim, 268-6510.

TYPIST.

•

tfn

04/28

IBM

Selectric.

Guaranteed accuracy. Reasonable rates. 298·7147.

.

03/24
HELP WITH Papers? Typing, editing,

~LOSE

..
TO CAMPUS, finally furnished, l·bdrm,
· ..large fenced yard, $85. 262-1751, Valley' Rentals, $JO
' fcc,
03/27

~-BDRM,

_33 BEDROOM HOUSe, wall-to-wall carpet dose-_to
ONM; nice neighborbood,
268-1637. ·· 1 .Q3J30

$30~.

;ograms.303AshNE,24J·2881.

· • . FOR SA.LE..

.

03/23

J') Moped,3222CentralSE,268·3949.

03/31

10 YEAR GUARANTEE, UNCLAIMEP·Iay·away.
Color television, brand n_ew guar•ntee.·:.No cdOwn
payment. Small monthly paymerus till balance is paid

· orf.266·5871.
03124
NO DOWN PAYMENT, one only, Tappan

,·

-

·

r2gz·
.
.'.\ t&~

• • • • • • • ;.J...N\ope~_y\ 0
3222 Central SE 268·3949

We Now Carry Peugeot Bicycles
Cor:n plete Sales-Service-Accessories
B rcycles-Mopeds-Vespa scooters

~.UNCLAIMED

SANSUI-i'e~;eivcr,

03124

4_
w.ay spcal\cr~. c.asseue recorder, turntable. New
rac!Ory warrantieS. Take O\'er Sll]all monthly
paymems, 268-439.3.
03124
LAY-AWAY,

·

Mont~ Vistu- NE,:(ncar UNM). · .

. .

FU~~c_fiM\)

Et.:\PLOYMENT'

FO~

..

21 Something.

23 t~~~wrong 1 "----24 Picks out
Bulba":
Gogol novel
27 Back of the
neck
2 Dwelling
29 Divests of
3 American
guns·
---------:
31 Thrust for1775-83
ward
conflict
35 Appropr1'ate 4 Athlet'Jc
37 Sulks
group
39 Fur garment 5 Boat's
40 Entrance
curved
42 In a corner
member
44 Lose one's
6 In past time
balance
7 Child's play45 Sailboat
things
47 Astute
8 Malicious
49 Suet
burning
50 Loving
9 Mariner's
52 Begins
direction
54 Sketch
10 Introduces
56 Track offiformally
rr-'ir.r-r;;-T7-11 E. Indian

Benavidez Rosary Set

The group charged that "Tim
Gallagher, editor-in-chief, and
D.M. Flynn, news editor, have in
the past, and presently continue to
· Rosaries are to be recited tonight fo~ former ASUNM senator Michael discriminate against NMPIRG in
Benavidez, 24, who died Wednesday of leukemia.
violation of the code of ethics of the
The rosaries will begin at 7 p.m. in Palm Chapel of Strong-Thorne, 1100 United States Student Press
A~sociation."
Coal SE.

255:3~67

afl~r :;i~.

d!J/..ru
.. r
Nl~ir
o)-z74

o"3)~4. _ ·

· ·

.woman,at

·

···· '

'·l)o. y 9u N'eed ' ;

~

··:>· CaSJl?

.

E arn $15.00~a Week ,
PART·TIME JOB GRADUATE >tuaent~ onlY,
·
, "" •
·.
~;~
A~lernoons apd eveningS. MIJst ·be ~able t'o work
Donate
T.nn
''lT
kl •;
Fnday and Saturday nighb..J..Ius! be 'zlyrs, old.:
• · ·.
n.~;cC~ n·ee )(:!
AFply m pmon, no phone calls please. Save-Wa~,;.:; · "";.;1_" : .• · . .', . ;... ·:
Liquor Stores ar 5704 Lomas NE, 5516 Mcnau1 NE· ~ .. . · . .-~.~.
.,
;~.·
Mu~tbe21.ApplyCoronadoClubKAFB.265·679J~
~ 03124

..

·:

•

.
·

EXCELLENT
MONEY-MAKING
op ..,·
PORTUNITV. Make gOod nioney part-time::.
campus representative needed for fun and ea~y 10 sell
,..product··flroV~n campus winner. Send }'our name,

"

_ '
..... ·. '

•

~

..

~

-

,

•

Pia·s·lll· a '·
;

·

.

stamped envelope to: Fantasy Productions
Inc,, 23 Stone Ave., Ashland, Ma. 0\721.
03/27
I~STRUCTORS FOR THE fo!lowiJig! Arts lk
<r:~f1.~. ballet, tap & exercise, yoga, poucry, guitar
and ~Jgn·langw.tge, $3.00/hr. YWCA .247-K841. 03127

Join the

.• ,

·::

~~

<,.,

oddrc.~s. rhone, school, year of graduation and ~elf·
addrc.~se~

A funeral prayer service will be held Saturday for Benavidez, with
Mayor ])avid Rusk delivering the eulogy, at !0 p.m. at St. Charles
Borromeo Catholic Church, or at Mount Calvary Cemetery where he will
be interred.
Benavidez was on Rusk's staff at the time of his death.

B'1.o·o
,.: d ·~~·,:
c;-, -

.
•· 03 )) 1.SUMMER JOBS. CORONADO Club Snack ,Bar,\

.,...

Dqitor center

:- ..

8 ani. to 5 pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

PEACE CORPS

277-5907

Mike Benavidez, former
ASUNM Senator.

NMPIRG also charged the two
editors "have proven unable to
maintain a reasonable degree of
accuracy in the publication." The
charges were made by a majority of
the PIRG executive board.

Gallagher said he and the news
At UNM, Benavidez received the "most distinguished student" award editor have not decided whether to
and was the first chairman of the Office of Research and Consumer respond to the allegations.
Affairs.
He served as chief lobbyist for the Associated Students ofUNM and was
The PIRG charges include that
a member of the Student Health Advisory Board of the Student Health the LOBO has made "a purposeful
Center.
effort to encourage students to get a
refund (of the $2 per semester
Benavidez was a candidate for the ASUNM presidency in 1976. He was PIRG fee), tha.t LOBO editorials
also listed for two years in "Who's Who Among Students in American criticizing PIRG were not factual,
and that the LOBO does not
Colleges and Universities."
He had been admitted to the UNM School of Medicine but turned down provide enough coverage of PIRG's
activities.
the acceptance because of his illness, Rusk said.

''On Oct. 3 the LOBO ran a front
page story on the marijuana
decriminalization initiative. That
effort was jointly sponsored by
NMNORML and NMPIRG.
However, in that article and all
subsequent ones it was not stated
that PIRG was a partner in the
campaign, nor was PIRG's name
even mentioned in any but one of
the articles."
Also, "On February 1 PIRG
submitted the final results of our
12-month market basket survey.
More than a week later no article
had apeared. On Feb. I 0 our
director submitted a letter to the
editor complaining of the inaction.
Fourteen days later a six column
inch article was printed. Our letter
to the editor was never printed,"
the charges state.

The editors have until March 30
to reply in writing to the charges.
At that time the Publications Board
will decide whether the charges
warrant a hearing.

The editors' terms expire April
14, 1978.

Smoke-In Held at Consul

842-6991

59 Towering UNITED Feature Synd' t
62 ---'easter
tea e
Wednesday's Puzzle Solved:
64 Chili con

65 With haste:
Archaic
67 Dot-dash
1
sys em: 2
70 words
Dlvi ne food
71 Give off
72 Made w'ith
effort
73 Artificial
741mre ---.-:
Hunganan
hero
75 Skelton and
Grange
DOWN

'
hom~·.'or

bu:;mcss. Call Mark at ALPHA Systems,
TODAY.
COU PLE WHO PURCHASED .Papa San
al292-0523
.
,. • .,.. ., · ·'

EMPLOY:MENT. ·. ' c-;: .

TDDAY'S CBDSSIDRD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Common
vetch
5 Maori warclub wood
9 Cook's accessory
14 Biblical son
15 "Pri
____..nee
16 Rig evidence
.
agamst
HE.
Stratemeyer
heroes: 2
words
19 Belief
20 Peaceful as

(B.L27

SOLAR POWER, G.E.D. produm for

contac~_T:_d

The New Mexico Public Interest
Research Group asked that the
UNM Stu(ient Publications Board
remove the LOBO editor and news
editor at the board's meeting
Wednesday .

Rusk to Give Eulogy

doe~

bl!ndhcmf>.
computerized bunonholing and
hundreds of fancy stitch~s. Rcgill.arlf $s{>o,OO nOw

'·• ..>. '~pataco
~o~y·~hop,:Start $2.65/~r,....,'pply lit pe(son .. •
·: .Donot·cai!,.Dalaco,Lo!f1.i1'&-tJniversity.Avt:i·03124

·PEUGOT BICYCLES SALES, service, accessorlos,'

Friday, March 24, 1978

AU~O PLA
~ERSllbostcr5~
CLEAROUT'-.._- ~.:a'tSclte•.B·'t[-~C~,· ~.
., ....
A_M~FM.
po~er_
_,_sp.eakers·. ·-.Craig; So!l9·0,.-, t:;;::;;:;:~':;·:;:;;;;:;:;;:::;:;;;::;;;::;;;:~il
,Pu,m~r, ctt:>-1~·~0:-!'ler C!!nt off•.Hl~Fi Houser 301-l.. .
. ,···

t,~~~o~~:.s.c~;o't~;d:~~~n~";:~~ii~~.'~~~!i 6~"

~UliHn

•••••
• • • •.--..
• • ••

::':':·::":'~~:.::...::..=::.:::::.::::..:.:·::..:::::..:~8~

·~~art, ~mall,

2-BATH, DE-N·FP. San Maleo/lndian

"

CHEAP WATERBEDSI WATER trips $99.00 buys
you I) dark walnut stained frame, 2) safety liner 3)
roam ~.:om ron pad, 4) any size mauress with 5·year
,
$
~gtua~r~anfrtcfe~;~9~9.~00~.f3~~0~7~C~en~tr~a21N~E~',~2~55~·2§2~89~.~0~4/~~
.
TOP of the L'1ne. Sligi1Jiy·u·sed
SINGER
FUl'URA
bt~t sli Jl un d er warranty. Pu~h bull on bobbin"winder

Ha~
$150.00ca511, Call296~5115.

•

DAILY

FLIGHTS

MJSCELLANEOU

8

SPEAKERS CLEAROUT-·Ncw, demos, used, tall,
large, loud, soft- ESS, Jennings, Allee,
Pioneer,
JVL,
Advent,
etc-, Bargains! ·Hi-Fi House,
J()JI
Monte
VIsta
NE, (ncarUNM).
03124

- 0S:'icl~1o;'ioi'il,;'i$3~00~·;;8:;:8~1-5~2;-;64:;;a~f=te;;r5~.::-::=-:-.....,.,_,f·0'.!_
/~23. 3

CHARTER

o~/24

lloc'iiS'TI)I;;;JiA'U::<:::O:::=:--o:-:c-~0~3/'Ij_27
YA~~HA XS 6 50·8 7,000 mi, blue. excellent
~'ec.
condi!Lon, Leaving town, musl sell $1 ISO orB 0
242-1119,
'
o.i;i9

rcvJsJon, research. 281-3001.
03/24
microwave touchmatic, browning clement, memory.
.
_
03/24
TYPING 243·5117,
03/28
TUTPRI~G AVAIL;\BLE TO minority and male ':'J)IAL·O·MATIC ZIGZAG· SEWING machine. Has
monogram. darns, ·rancy pallerns.whhoiu
studems m pre-nursmg course requirements, Call .
2507.
03/28 _attachments. $5 per month or $24 cash. 2 684 ) 93 •

PEUGEOT

I N.T ~RNATIONAL

avmlable! Eurallpasscs, travel information a! lTC
255·68309am.6pm 1

Bob 265-4054, 265-3225.
03/28
MIC:HEUN TIRES, all Under $5. Expert bicycle
repaus. In shop use of tools and instruclion available.
Albuquerque ~ike Co-op, 106 Girard SE, Room
117,8
265-5170.
' OJ/Z
J%9 vw BUG R b 'I
·
344 8384
• e u1 I cngn1e, sunroof, dept.:ndable.
.
·
03/28
HANG
Jcad1n8
d
1 CIRRUS
d
·
GLIDER,
3, 140· Bag, applied
$500. 836-0134
e ges, after
twerte
5:30 or
strut.~.
weekends,
excellent condition,
03124

~ou.~e

~tiS-4394.

"
FOUND: SET OF KEYS on UNM Bookstore .'iteps--

south entrance. Check ,in their office.

EDITORIAL SERVICE AND wrhing assistance.

NE_E_D

FIND YOURSELF jn the Peace Corps 'ortega 233

277-5907.

tfn

PROFESSIONAL

Sunroof~ 30 03128
MPG

PI RG Executives
Demand Remova·t
Of LOBO Editors

New Mexaco

TRAVEL
_ _ _..:;_::,::.,::.:._::::~-.:...-----

· B_LOCKS TO UNM, 3-bdr_m house, fenced yai-d,
kJd.s, pets, $14.5. 262-17511 Vall)l Rentals, $30
.
03/27

SERVICES

3 •.

FURNISHED EFFICIENCY,
$143.00 mo., 1710 Coal Pl. SE. Call898-1254. 03/31
WANTED: TO RENT--I front room in C-1 or CR2
?r shop close to Univer5i\y on Smurdays only
for anoque clothing shop, Contact: 266-5485. 03/24
I-BDR~. (_UNIQ~E), N~AR UNM, fireplace, no
pets, uubues pard, semt-furnr'shed, $. 185 •00 , 262-_
0014.
03127
"' paid
WALK TO CLASS, J.b-drm house • all ut 1'1r't 1'•s
$70 1 kid$, pels, 262RI7.Sl, Valley Rentals, $ 30 fee,
•

;;z.! /'/7(

7•

03127

TUNE UPS $10 S
.
'
' el dwell, timing, plug &RP, curb.

03/24
UTILITIES paid,

0

,_

$69 cash. 266·5871,
03/24
1975 HONDA· en 360, Excellent condition 1800
miles. New bilttery, $650/besl offer, 262·0014, '03127
GE POTSCRUBBER DJSHWASHER--st'ill U!ldcr

4. HOUSING

Classlfleda

~

P~~T·TIME CASHIER and counter belp. Start
tm_mmuro wage $2.6$. Weekends and/or evenings,
Will tram. Frontier Restaurant. Call Pe!e, ~66-0.SSO,
03/24

RED KIRBY VACUUM cleaner, wit)l attachments.
New warrant)'. Commercial motor, $S monthly or

'DRESSMAKING. MEN'S CLOTHES. Alterations.
262-0868,
03/28

Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

making. "We told him that they
By NICKI KARST
(the Mexican government) were
LOBO Staff Writer
Dancing, singing and passing murdering people," he said .
"We will stay here and protest ,
joints, members of. several prountil
the Consul shows up tO talk to
marijuana organizations and their
us,"
said Donovan. She said that ~
· concerned friends gathered in front
the
U.S.
State Dept. had given $40
of the Mexican Consulate Thursday
million
along with planes and
morning to protest the spraying of
TilE:
herbicides on the marijuana fields helicopters to spray the paraguat on
an extensive area of marijlfana
in Mexico.
The Consulate is closed until fields. The herbicide can cause birth '
Monday for the Easter holiday but defects and irreparable lung
protcstoers said that they plan to damage, she said:
Alex Kaplan of NORML, said
maintain a 24 hour vigil at least
,~
this
protest would help to bring the
until Sunday night.
Andy Donovan of the New issue into the focus of the public.
Mexico Marijuana Coalition along "The Counsul could send a
PAI\AQUAT
with representatives from Chapter message to Mexico to have them
the
spraying,"
he
said.
stop
one and the Yippies said they had
"They have the right to destroy t
an appointment with Consul Juan
Barona at 10 a.m. Thursday. the pot but not to spray it with
Donovan said they had talked to poison,'' he said, ''this is essentially
~
the Consul on Wednesday and were chemical warfare."
One of the protestors said that he
~~
told that their appointment had
,,
had
t\drvob
frhiends.
whod
had
..
been
.
.
,
been for the 16th.
Cabin Lance, the representative affecte y t e pot sane manJuana •
LOBO photo by Ray Denonvllle
from the Yippies, said that Barona and that one of them was being •
Membem of several pro-marijuana groups and friends protest the spraying of herbicides on
threatened to call the police because treated in BCMC.
(cont. on page 6")
Mexican
marijuana fields. The groups staged a "f$,moke-in" Thursday in fromt of the Mexican Conof the accusations they were

rtr££
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It's
VIP
12 P_rophetlc

41 Going
unsteadily

13 ~~~.Ol! in a 4::i ~~~gyance
prof!t .
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48 Sl'
22 Buddy,
lit~ght quan25 Animals 51 Was in
galt
2El ·
.
operation
28 Endmg
Mls~s: Dial.
53
Inquiry
for 55 Females
octo or rum 57 Finished
30 Stender
58 Orchestra
Stf!lks
group ,
32 Dnve or
59 Scot cap5
putt· 2
·
words
~~ ~f::sf:~~--33 Noted.
Cantrell
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34 Part of a
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36 Run out of ~~ ~'tY:fo a ship
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1
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.•.ulate in Albuquerque.

Psychic Ability Uses
Probed by Lecture, Course
•

Our officer program. representative will be conducting interviews at the placement center on March 28 and 29. Sign up now for a personal interview.
The Navy: An Equal Opportunity Emplyer

By CHRIS LOVE
LOBO Staff Writer
Is there ni·e after death? A
spokesman for a group called
Astro-Soul, said all pe,1ple are
energy,
neither created or
destroyed." People can change
form but, do not truly die," Ranuy
Brauer said.
The Astro·Soul spokesman ~aid a
free lecture being held at the
Albuquerque National Bank
building, 4401 Central NE, tonight
at 8 p.m. would delve into the fifth
dimension and the unconscious
mind.
Brauer said the fifth dimension is
'
"the dimension of intelligent or
clear energy."
/
The lecture will ,cover life arter
LOBO pholo byW.T. Hunt
death, reincarnation, psychic
Randy Braver, spokesman for an Albuquerque group called communicr.rion, as well as practical
Astra- Soul.

'

applications of psychic ahilities,
B1 auer .said. He said it will deal in
the concepts relating to the
unknown.
Brauer said there are four
questions asked by almost every
person. They are, who am I; where
did I come from; why am I h~re;
where am ! going?
"We help people find the answers to those' questions," Brauer
said, "Astra, by definition, means
unlimited. We are trying to help
people discern their true ,.,~dings
and recognize the fact that the: are
unlimited beings."
Brauer said all people possess the
ahillties of extra-sensory perception
(ESP) but some people have learned
to use it to a higher degree than
others.
"If the desire and drive is present

in a person, he can learn to usc his
whconscious abilities," he said.
On Saturday evening, there will
be a four-hour session for a fee of
$10 during which persons will be
able to experience the realms of the
psychic phenomena to be discussed
tonight, Brauer said.
The Saturday session is the
preliminary for an 18-week course
offered by Astro-Soul which will
help person< '•l make use of their
osychic abilities, he said.
· He stressed that this program is
not designed to present a means of
c;cape, but it is a way to make
practical applications of psychic
ability in the real world. "We are
clarifying the unknown," he said.
Brauer said that dedication and
hard work will yield the greatest

caca

(cont. on page6)

